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May You Live in Interesting Times
- Ancient Chinese Blessings & Curse

In the Episcopal Church,

we are definitely

living in “interesting times.”



The Episcopal Church
in Interesting Times

• Long-simmering conservative-liberal conflict has boiled over:

– Sexuality?

– Biblical authority?



The Episcopal Church
in Interesting Times

• Long-simmering conservative-liberal conflict has boiled over.

• Churches leaving to align w/conservative provinces:

– TEC:  2-3%

– AAC:  5-6%

– Mainstream Media: 

» “Schism” - London Times

» “Episcopal Church Breaking Up?” - Slate



The Episcopal Church
in Interesting Times

• Long-simmering conservative-liberal conflict has boiled over.

• Churches leaving to align w/conservative provinces.

• People leaving departing churches to remain in TEC:

– TEC: 10-25% (reported anecdotally)

– AAC: unreported

– Media: largely unreported



The Episcopal Church
in Interesting Times

• Long-simmering conservative-liberal conflict has boiled over.

• Churches leaving to align with conservative provinces.

• People leaving departing churches to remain in TEC.

• Missions leaving TEC in higher numbers:

– TEC: No Research.

– TEC (Anecdotal):  Significantly higher rate than parishes.

– Other Anecdotal:  As high as 50% in some dioceses.



The Episcopal Church
in Interesting Times

• Long-simmering conservative-liberal conflict has boiled over.

• Churches leaving to align with conservative provinces.

• Individuals leaving departing churches to remain in TEC.

• Mission Congregations leaving TEC in higher numbers.

• Figures obscure the real & looming crisis:

– What about the people still in the pews?

– Same conflict exists in every congregation.

– If we don’t move beyond it, will tear the church apart.



The Church at Large
in Interesting Times

• The Episcopal Church is not alone, just…

– Early

– Public (a healthy Anglican Tradition)



The Church at Large
in Interesting Times

• The Episcopal Church is not alone…

• Example: SBC – Moderate-Liberal churches departing after 
fundamentalist takeover:

– Cooperative Baptist Fellowship (just one of several): 5-7% 

– SBC: unreported

– Mainstream media: unreported.



The Church at Large
in Interesting Times

• TEC not alone… Affecting all denominations.

• Example:  SBC – Moderate-Liberal churches departing after 
fundamentalist takeover.

• “Facts” about the Conservative/Liberal Conflict.

– “Mega-Churches are growing rapidly.”

– “Liberal denominations are declining.  Conservative 
denominations are growing.”

– “Liberal churches are growing.”



The Church at Large
in Interesting Times

Everywhere through all generations

and ages of the Christian world,

no church ever perceived the Word of God to be against it.

Richard Hooker

Anglican Priest and Theologian, 1554-1600



The Church at Large
in Interesting Times

• “Mega-Churches are growing rapidly.”

– Growth rate not significantly higher.

– Start large, stay large.

– Can shrink fast.



The Church at Large
in Interesting Times

• “Mega-Churches are growing rapidly.” MYTH

• “Liberal churches declining. Conservatives growing.”

– Liberal denomination decline has slowed significantly.

– Factor out birthrate, conservative also declining.

– Mostly brand-switching.



The Church at Large
in Interesting Times

• “Mega-Churches are growing rapidly.” MYTH

• “Liberal churches declining. Conservative growing.” MYTH

• “Liberal churches are growing.”

– Research is anecdotal, descriptive.

– No hard statistical analysis.



The Church at Large
in Interesting Times

• “Mega-Churches are growing rapidly.” MYTH

• “Liberal churches declining. Conservative growing.” MYTH

• “Liberal churches are growing.” MYTH



“Very Interesting… But Stupid.”
Arte Johnson – Laugh In

• There’s a lot of movement on the board.

• Everyone’s trying to “win.”

• Only trading chess pieces (or losing them).

• The chess board is about to come apart.



But What Are We About?

We don’t need to make more Christians; 

we need to make more disciples of Jesus.

Brian McLaren

American author, speaker, pastor, activist,

and a leader in the Emerging Church movement



O.K. Got The Curse Part…
But What About The Blessing?

• My own congregation – a re-start – has experienced both the 
curse and the blessing. 

• 1st start, planted in 1990, experienced the curse.

– Doctrinally conservative, evangelically-oriented.

– Grew quickly at first.

– By Easter of 1993 had disintegrated in conflict.

– The ostensible reason:  human sexuality issues.



O.K. Got The Curse Part…
But What About The Blessing?

• 2nd start, planted in 1995, experienced the blessing.

– Relatively newly-ordained leader (me).

– “Survivors” of the 1st plant (collateral damage).

– Wild idea: God can transform curse into blessing.

– Decided to seek a new way of being Church, in which:

• Conservative and liberal Christians lived together in 
love and truth.

• Theological differences did not destroy community.

– A journey of exploration, from which we’d like to share a 
little  of what we have learned on the Way.



Blessing or Curse?
What have we learned?

• It all depends on your point of view.

• If you think we have to REPAIR the Church, then 
these times can seem pretty scary.

• But if you understand our calling to be participants in 
the RE-PARADIGMING of the Church, then these 
times can seem pretty exciting, even hopeful.



A Word About Paradigms

It should be the law:

If you use the word ‘paradigm’

without knowing what the dictionary says it means,

you go to jail.

No exceptions.”

– David B. Jones, CTO of Innovative Robotics



A Word About Paradigms

Paradigm (Definition)

“A set of assumptions, concepts, values, and practices

that constitutes a way of viewing reality

for the community that shares them.”

– American Heritage Dictionary 



A Word About Paradigms

Paradigm

Conceptual model of reality

(how we believe the world is supposed to work)

Paradigm Reality

(paradigm is congruent with/approximates reality)

Paradigm Reality

(paradigm is not reality)



A Word About Paradigms

Paradigms

can be useful

when we recognize they are models of reality

can be harmful

when we confuse them with actual reality

(or truth)



A Word About Paradigms

Experiential Example

• Two Groups

– 1st group:  1st watched 1st moon landing as it happened .

– 2nd group: 1st watched 1st moon landing  in re-runs.

• Each group to free associate on a short phrase:

– Shout out every adjective that enters your mind.

– As many as possible, until I tell you to stop.



A Word About Paradigms

Experiential Example

• 1st group: Put yourself in the mindset of time.

• Ready for the phrase?

Japanese Merchandise



A Word About Paradigms

Experiential Example

• 2nd group: Put yourself in the mindset of today.

• Ready for the phrase?

Japanese Merchandise



The Process of Re-Paradigming

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

– Thomas Kuhn 



The Process of Re-Paradigming

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

• Our image of science and scientists:

– Science: “chipping away at the truth” (adapting to change).

– Scientists: open to new data/change.



The Process of Re-Paradigming

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

• Our Image of science and scientists: a myth.

• The Reality: when conflicting data arises:

– Scientists: react rather than respond.

• Some notice but ignore.

• Some notice but explain away.

• Some do not even notice.

• Some unconsciously fudge the data.



The Process of Re-Paradigming

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

• Our Image of science and scientists: a myth.

• The Reality: when conflicting data arises:

– Scientists: react rather than respond.

– Science: rapid paradigm shift rather than gradual change.

» Dominant paradigm  resistant to change.

» Discordant  data piles up, until…

» Dominant paradigm falls under its own dead weight.

» Clearing the way for a new paradigm to emerge.



The Process of Re-Paradigming

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

• Our Image of science and scientists: a myth.

• The reality: rapid discontinuous paradigm shifts.

• The sociology of paradigm shifts:

– The field divides into opposing camps:

» Conservative.

» Liberal.



The Process of Re-Paradigming

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

• Our Image of science and scientists: a myth.

• The Reality: rapid discontinuous paradigm shifts.

• The Sociology: Conservative Camp(s) / Liberal Camp(s).

– Conservative: 

» Defend dominant paradigm.

» Attack emerging paradigms.

– Liberal:

» Attack the dominant paradigm.

» Propose the new paradigm.



The Process of Re-Paradigming

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

• Our Image of science and scientists: a myth.

• The Reality: rapid discontinuous paradigm shifts.

• The Sociology: Conservative Camp(s) / Liberal Camp(s).

• The Result: A New Paradigm Emerges.

– Neither entirely what the Conservative Camp Feared.

– Nor entirely what the Liberal Camp Hoped For.

– Elements of Both… 

– and Neither.



The Process of Re-Paradigming

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

• Our Image of science and scientists: a myth.

• The Reality: rapid discontinuous paradigm shifts.

• The Sociology: Conservative Camp(s) / Liberal Camp(s).

• The Result: A New Paradigm Emerges.

– Neither entirely what the Conservative Camp Feared.

– Nor entirely what the Liberal Camp Hoped For.

– Elements of Both… and Neither.

• All this chaos… in a field dedicated to incorporating new 
knowledge.



Living in an Age
of Collapsing Paradigms

“Every 500 years,

the Church feels compelled to hold

a giant rummage sale.”

– Phyllis Tickle 

(– Mark Dyer)



Living in an Age
of Collapsing Paradigms

What  will the sign say this time around?

Rummage  Sale

Or

Fire Sale!

(Everything Must Go!)



Living in an Age
of Collapsing Paradigms

The “Perfect Storm” of Paradigm Shifts

3 Paradigms of Church Unity:

One Fallen

One Falling

One at the Tipping Point

(more on this shortly)



Just Knowing That We Are Living
In an Age of Collapsing Paradigms Can…

Help Congregations Interpret the Signs of the Time

• No surprise that times of major paradigm shifts have been 
traumatic for the Church: 

– Anxiety, anger, reactivity, conflict, even violence.  

– Great Reformation: decades of war/thousands of deaths.

• Cause for comfort: 

– With God’s help, Church has always found a way to survive 
the fall of the old paradigm/eventually adapt to the new.



Just Knowing That We Are Living
In an Age of Collapsing Paradigms Can…

Help Congregations Interpret the Signs of the Time

• Understand anxiety & reactivity in the face of paradigm shift.

• Awareness of human propensity for violent reactivity in the 
face of paradigm shift.

– Tendency to attribute evil intent to those who oppose our 
theological point of view. 



Just Knowing That We Are Living
In an Age of Collapsing Paradigms Can…

Help Congregations Interpret the Signs of the Time

• Understand anxiety & reactivity in the face of paradigm shift.

• Awareness of human propensity for violent reactivity in the 
face of paradigm shift.

• Respond to the changes around us with

– less anxiety

– more compassion



Just Knowing That We Are Living
In an Age of Collapsing Paradigms Can…

Help Congregations Interpret the Signs of the Time

• Understand anxiety & reactivity in the face of paradigm shift.

• Awareness of human propensity for violent reactivity in the 
face of paradigm shift.

• Respond to changes with less anxiety & more compassion.

• Realize that what we have thought was a field of battle was 
really an emerging, mist-covered landscape  that we are all 
trying to cross.

• And that we need each others’ eyes to find our way safely 
through.



Just Knowing That We Are Living
In an Age of Collapsing Paradigms Can…

Help Congregations Understand Their Blind Spots

• Conservatives have to ask: 

– Are we truly obediently acting to protect God’s will?

(as if God needs our protection) 

– Or merely protecting the status quo?

• Liberals have to ask: 

– Are we truly prophetically promoting God’s dream?

(as if God needs our promotion) 

– Or merely enamored of our own innovations?



Re-Paradigming the Church

Christendom

(Constantinianism)

• Promise: Church Unity.

• Premise: Unity thru uniformity, achieved thru power.

• Presumption:  Power without corruption

• Period of dominance: 4th thru 18th/19th/20th C.

• Prognosis:  Dead but unburied (undead?).



Re-Paradigming the Church

Foundationalism

(Modernism)

• Promise: Church Unity.

• Premise: Unity thru certainty, achieved by rationality.

• Presumption:  Human Objectivity.

• Period of dominance: Reformation to 20th Century.

• Prognosis: On life support. Being done in by:

– Quantum Physics

– Theology: Rediscovering the meaning of fallen.



Re-Paradigming the Church
Foundationalism – Two Schools of Thought

Outside-In (Locke)

• Process: 

– Objective observation of 
outside world.

• Progeny:

– Modern science.

– Modern Fundamentalist 
Theology (Inerrancy of 
Scripture)

Inside-Out (Descartes)

• Process:

– Objective analysis of 
internal experience.

• Progeny:

– Modern philosophy.

– Modern Liberal Biblical 
Analysis (If in doubt, 
throw it out)



Re-Paradigming the Church

Christian Religionism

• Promise: Church Unity.

• Premise: Unity through Security of Self Preservation.

• Presumption:  Organization = Organism.

• Period of dominance: 2nd Century to Today.

• Prognosis: Uncertain (dominance being questioned).



Re-Paradigming the Church

Emergent Evangelicalism

• Did the hard work of self-critical analysis & re-paradigming

• Realizing/admitting that something is missing (100% 
orthodox and still assholes)

• Realizing/admitting the false dichotomy (liberalism has 
something to offer)

• Reaching across the divide to appropriate relationship, 
mystery, ancient practices.



Re-Paradigming the Church

Emergent Liberalism

• Not yet done the hard work Emergent Evangelicals have 
done.

• Not yet fully admitted something is missing.

• Not yet fully admitted the false dichotomy (that conservative 
Christianity has something to offer).

• Tempted to think that we are the emerging paradigm.

• Need to self-critically analyze & re-paradigm ourselves.



Re-Paradigming the Church
Exploring the Outlines of an Emerging Paradigm

(What will be left to put the UNITY in Christian CommUNITY?)

Christendom

• When power/control fail as instruments of unity…

• Love remains: A love beyond attachment (agape relationship).

Foundationalism

• When Certainty of Truth fails as an instrument of unity…

• Faith remains: A faith beyond belief (trust in Christ).

Religionism 

• When Security fails as an instrument of Christian unity.

• Hope remains: A hope beyond outcome (organic/emergent 
spiritual community, leave outcomes to God).



Re-Paradigming the Church

Insanity is doing the same thing

and expecting different results

(two important lessons about what no longer works)

• The Conservative-Liberal Argument Has No Future.

– Both deeply rooted in the dominant (but dying) paradigm.  

– Punch-drunk boxers locked in a clinch after 14 rounds. 

– The only reason either remains standing is the other’s 
embrace (time to end the fight).



Re-Paradigming the Church

Insanity is doing the same thing

and expecting different results

(two important lessons about what no longer works)

• The Conservative-Liberal Argument Has No Future.

• Unity is Not Uniformity. 

– The paradigms share one assumption:

uniformity is a prerequisite of unity. 

– “It ain’t necessarily so.” (Apologies to George Gershwin)

– Enforced uniformity invariably leads to schism.



A New Middle Way?
A Different Sort of Orthodoxy?

Orthodoxy

Has come to mean different things to different people

Conservative Christians

Orthodoxy = holding the right beliefs. 

“Propositional Orthodoxy”



How do you view your role as a pastor?

My role is to make sure

people are rowing in the right direction,

and if they won’t,

to get them off the boat.

Anonymous Clergy Person

at seminary field education training



A New Middle Way?
A Different Sort of Orthodoxy?

Orthodoxy

Has come to mean different things to different people

Liberal Christians

Uncomfortable with the term,

have renamed it “orthopraxy”

Orthodoxy = living right practices. 

“Experiential Orthodoxy”



How do you view your role as a pastor?

My role is to point out

opportunities for ministry

and encourage people to engage in them.

Anonymous Clergy Person

at seminary field education training



A New Middle Way?
A Different Sort of Orthodoxy?

A Middle Way

• Orthodoxy literally originally meant “right praise.” 

• Orthodoxy = appropriate response to the incarnate presence 
of God:

– sense of awe & wonder

– an overflowing of love

– a yearning to worship

– desire for relationship

• “Incarnational Orthodoxy,” or “Paradoxy.”



How do you view your role as a pastor?

My role is to articulate the vision of the community,

by helping people discern what Christ is calling them to do,

so that vision might become a reality.

Anonymous Clergy Person

at seminary field education training



A New Middle Way?
A Different Sort of Orthodoxy?

A Middle Way

• Orthodoxy literally originally meant “right praise.” 

• Orthodoxy = appropriate response to the incarnate presence 
of God

– sense of awe & wonder

– an overflowing of love

– a yearning to worship

– desire for relationship. 

• “Incarnational Orthodoxy,” or “Paradoxy.”

• Right beliefs/practices not inappropriate, just secondary. 



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

Christ is the Word of God.

It is not in certain texts written in the New Testament,

valuable as they are;

it is not in certain words which Jesus spoke,

vast as is their preciousness;

it is in the Word, which Jesus is,

that the great manifestation of God is made

Phillips Brooks

Episcopal priest, bishop, and author, 1835-1893.



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

• The Greatest of these is Love.

We believe the only force powerful enough to unify 
Christian community is Christ’s love for us.  Everything 
else is secondary. 



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

Love is represented as the fulfilling of the law.

All other graces, all divine dispensations, contribute to this,

and are lost in it as in a heaven.

It expels the dross of our nature;

it overcomes sorrow;

it is the full joy of our Lord.

Richard Hooker

Anglican theologian and priest, 1554-1600



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

• The Greatest of these is Love.
We believe the only force powerful enough to unify Christian 
community is Christ’s love for us.  Everything else is 
secondary. 
– Diversity held together by Christ’s love

• evidence of the Holy Spirit at work in our midst
• we don’t just tolerate it, we welcome and engage it.

– Christ’s love for us has made us family
• we stick with each other no matter how severely we 

may disagree.
– We are fundamentalists about the Law of Love:

• love God, love each other, the rest is commentary. 



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

• If Anyone is in Christ, There is a New Creation. 

We understand that Christ’s love, experienced in the worship 
and fellowship of Christian community, is transformative of 
the community, its members, and of creation.

– Changing hearts is Christ’s job, not ours.

• We set aside our need to convert others.

– Our job is to make Christ’s love tangible. 

• We welcome all to full fellowship w/o precondition.

• Trusting Christ’s love to make us all more like Christ. 



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

Since all the world is a story,

it were well for thee to choose the more enduring story,

than the less enduring one. 

St. Columcille (Columba)

Apostle to the Picts of Scotland, 521-597.



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

• The Church’s One Foundation is Jesus Christ Her Lord.

Our faith is not in doctrine (believing things about 
Christ), nor in practice (trying to live like Christ), but in 
relationship (loving the incarnate person of Christ).

– Embracing the mystery and living into the paradox. 

• We live as if we believe, while doubting our doubts.



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

When I think of the Three I think of the One.

When I think of the One I think of the Three.

Then my eyes fill with tears and I lose all sense of where I am.

Gregory of Nyssa

Eastern Orthodox Bishop

author of the 1st expression of the doctrine of the Trinity, 335-379



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

• The Church’s One Foundation is Jesus Christ Her Lord.

Our faith is not in doctrine (believing things about 
Christ), nor in practice (trying to live like Christ), but in 
relationship (loving the incarnate person of Christ).

– Embracing the mystery and living into the paradox. 

• we live as if we believe, while doubting our doubts.



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

Dogma is an instrument for penetrating reality;

about the only thing left in the world

that surely guards and respects mystery.

Flannery O’Connor

American novelist, essayist, and short story writer, 1925-1964



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

• The Church’s One Foundation is Jesus Christ Her Lord.

Our faith is not in doctrine (believing things about Christ), nor 
in practice (trying to live like Christ), but in relationship (loving 
the incarnate person of Christ).

– Embracing the mystery and living into the paradox. 

• we live as if we believe, while doubting our doubts.

– We “curb our dogma.” 

• the essential Truth of Christian faith is beyond human 
comprehension, 

• we refuse to make any beliefs or practices prerequisites 
to fellowship in our community.



Curbing Our Dogma



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

• You Are the Body of Christ and Members of It.

We see ourselves more as organism than organization. 

– Realizing that the rules, roles, & structure of organized religion are 
more expressions of our need for security than essentials of Christian 
community, and that the only completely stable organisms are fossils, 
we try to wear rules, roles, and structures loosely.

– Realizing that a church is a living organism, our leadership is informed 
as much or more by the gifts and callings of our communicants as by 
the needs of the organization.



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

Set yourself earnestly to see what you are made to do,

and then set yourself earnestly to do it.

Phillips Brooks

American clergyman, bishop, and author, 1835-1893



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

• You Are the Body of Christ and Members of It.

We see ourselves more as organism than organization. 

– Realizing that the rules, roles, & structure of organized religion are 
more expressions of our need for security than essentials of Christian 
community, and that the only completely stable organisms are fossils, 
we try to wear rules, roles, and structures loosely.

– Realizing that a church is a living organism, our leadership is informed 
as much or more by the gifts and callings of our communicants as by 
the needs of the organization.

– Recognizing that we need those whom God sends to us as much as 
they need us, we keep our boundaries permeable and our barriers to 
entry low.



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

We can set no limits to the agency

of the Redeemer to redeem.

Clement of Alexandria

c. 150 – 211/216



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

Anglican theology as springboard for an emergent paradigm.

Richard Hooker – First Post-Modern Theologian.

• Not convinced by modernism’s elevation of reason nor pre-modernism’s 
elevation of authority/tradition of the church, he set them in tension with 
each other (Scripture-Tradition-Reason).

• God is infinite and we are finite: therefore we are all a little wrong.

• What makes a Christian a Christian is Being in Relationship with Christ (all 
doctrine, theology, practices, are logical consequents of that).

– Only thing can make a Christian a non-Christian is direct denial.

– Heretic non-Christian (Heretic = Wounded Christian).

– Response: not to execute or excommunicate, but to love & pray.



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

Application Exercise

• Explore how the emergent paradigm can be used to plant 
churches that will endure the current theo-political conflict 
and the coming religious realignment.

1. Review chart: Characteristics of Incarnational Orthodoxy.

2. Complete & score Church Paradigm Inventory.

3. Small Group Discussion: 

How would you apply new paradigm principles to Church 
plants?



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy
In Church Plants

The Plant Team

• Clear statement of vision: common worship is key.

• Clear incarnation of vision: communion/altar central.

• Get into permanent site ASAP.

• Full Fellowship First.

• Model Christian community at all levels (every cmte. 
engages in worship/fellowship/formation).

• All leadership/organization based on gifts and calling.



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy
In Church Plants

With Surrounding Congregations

• Networking.

• Modeling Realm of God relationships (not fixed pie).



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy
In Church Plants

Diocese

• An Incarnational Theology

• A Theology of investment.

• Must be ready with property.

• Must be ready to build capacity for growth into staff 
and building.



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy
In Church Plants

National Church or National Level

• Helping to Develop a Incarnational Theology.

• Funding a Movement.



Incarnating Incarnational Orthodoxy 
(Practicing Paradoxy)

Grant that we may maintain that middle way,

not as a compromise for the sake of peace,

but as a comprehension for the sake of truth;

through Jesus Christ our Lord . . . 

Amen.

Lesser Feasts and Fasts, 2006

The Episcopal Church



Based on the forthcoming book

Paradoxy:

Cultivating an Un-Domesticated Church

(Returning God to the Wild)
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